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JANE

The shower is on hard
and I’m soaping up like mad
and the police come in and grab me
(mine)
AND SAY IT’S A GIRL’S SHOWER
and I say my name is JANE
and they say 
you don’t look like a JANE
and I say that I don’t feel like one
and this one cop
with a miner’s lite on his head
tells me to open my mouth
I say (pause)
  JANE
meanwhile they’ve shut off the water
and I’m cold as hell
and I ask for a towel
and they say stuff it
  JIM (GEEUM).
and I say 
how did you know my name
and they say
we thought it was JANE,
AND I SAY WHAT A GREAT IDEA
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IN WAYCROSS GEORGIA

We had grits eggs juice coffee in the train station restaurant
where the eastern flying champion’s son pushed you thru the gates
to the old world, Welcome to the New World.
I do believe in the moss-wearing god guy with the red dress on.

I am consumed with fear for those who spend their days with me
it is so hard to sustain a convincing way of talking.
Out in Waycross Georgia I couldn’t come up to the formica table
without losing friends. I cant live within the spell anymore.
The power it had is out of date.
My stomach is an orange rubber bag
that is cracking from the drought.
I fear for all the participants
that what you said
that’s what you said
that what you said
that’s what you said
that what you said
that’s what

I never realized
the sailor on the pack of smokes
was stamped on in Waycross Georgia.
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A SHORT BIOGRAPHY

I was born in Cincinnati 
with the usual wrangle from 
me about finding a tit
to keep my mouth quiet —
the real trouble probably started
at the circumcision ceremony
where this guy cut at my dick 
with his paring knife.
All the old men were probably 
shitfaced on booze
and stuffed with cake,
so this rabbi with the sticky fingers 
cuts me 
not enough.

And for years, 
until I started to get adolescent hardons,
the skin he left stuck to me.
My father was continually trying to pull it back.

I was called Louis James.
That was immediately changed
to James Louis, because Louis James
translated into Hebrew is my 
great-grandfather’s name.

This created confusion
about who I am.

Sometimes my father would
let me pull it back
myself.
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WALL

THE
WOLFMAN

STRIKES
like the dogs who look straight at me
and can tell I would piss in my pants
if one ever considered shaking hands

Stop the hairy beast
from devouring the wall,

plaster might chip his beard

This is all so much decoration

The big action takes place next door

ALWAYS DID
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ROGER

Rajah
el ropa
dearest reviler of the faith
in the New Church
here is the dope (straight)
on the issue before you:
Can the novitiates of reason
put their hearts on the table
in a nose bleed way?

Rajah of reason
take the words
from this old soul
twisted servant:
Ring the chimes of the finest hour
bleed from right to left

Rajah
you is clean


